Good Morning!
Me & My Sister Designs

The definition of Good Morning...
• expressing good wishes
• a commonly used greeting for a pleasant beginning
Wake up to the refreshing vibrant colors of our newest group!
If colors can get you ready for the day ahead ... these certainly will!
MMS 12032 or MMS 12032G
Suburban 1  Size: 68"x 68"

2-4-1
1 Pattern – 2 Quilts

Suburban 2  Size: 72"x 72"

22180 12  Get Up Green
22182 12  Get Up Green
22181 12  Get Up Green
22184 12  Get Up Green
22185 12  Get Up Green
22186 12  Get Up Green
Missy Zippy Bag

MMS 12033 or MMS 12033G
Missy Zippy  Size: 12” x 8”

15 Bella Solids to blend with Good Morning!
Bella Solids are not included in the Assortments or Precuts
Easy Layer Cake Friendly Patterns

2-4-1
1 Pattern – 2 Quilts.

dayBreak 1  Size: 61”x 69”

MMS 12031 or MMS 12031G – dayBreak 2  Size: 53”x 65”

22186 13  Positively Purple
22184 13  Positively Purple
22180 13  Positively Purple
22181 17  Tranquil Turquoise
22185 18  Black White
22184 18  Black White
22187 18  Black White

order online 24 hrs. @ modafabrics.com
Delivery August

Skus: 40 Prints  15 Bella Solids
44"-45"  100% Premium Cotton

Asst. 22180-15 – 15 Yards of Each
Asst. 22180-12 – 12 Yards of Each
Asst. 22180-10 – 10 Yards of Each
Asst. 22180-10H – 10 Yards of 20 Skus

22180AB – Bundle: 40 Skus -18" x 22"
22180F8 – Bundle: 40 Skus - Min. 2
22180JR – Jellyroll (40) 2½"x45" Strips - PK 4
22180LC – Layer Cake (42) 10"x10" Squares - PK 4
22180PP – (42) 5"x5" Squares - PK 12
KIT22180 – Quilt Kit – includes fabrics for top & binding

MMS 12034 or MMS 12034G
Roxanne Size: 13"x 14"

The Roxanne Bag

Robin’s Egg
Surf
Little Boy Blue